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College Hospital in a tin shed building. In the
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year of 1970 two more centres were established,

Medicine and Allied Sciences (NINMAS) is an
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educational institute affiliated to Bangabandhu
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Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU)
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Nuclear Medicine has traverded a long way

instruments were started to add to the nuclear

from thyroid uptake to molecular imaging.

medicine at that time. Parallal to that for the

Bangladesh has also entered into the era of PET-

first time of the country medical ultrasound

CT. After private sectors the first PET-CT in

system was introduced in medical field at INM

government

in the year of 1981 and then at Sylhet in 1983.

sector has
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Radioimmunoassay (RIA) started at INM in

process. Meanwhile NINMAS needs F-18 FDG

1984 and there after it was introduced in all

urgently for running the PET-CT for patient’s

nuclear medicine centers of Bangladesh Atomic
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Energy Commission (BAEC).
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Now in Bangladesh there are 15 nuclear

Bangladesh hopes an early solution of the

medicine institutes under BAEC in different
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